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THE CUBAN MILITARY IN AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST: 
FROM ALGERIA TO ANGOLA

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In 1975, when Cuba sent thousands of combat troops to support the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (the MPLA), many observers were taken aback at what they presumed to be a radical and dangerous departure in Cuban foreign policy; the more dangerous because it was assumed to have been in large part dictated to Cuba by the Kremlin, a calling-in of Cuban debts that led Cuban troops to fight as Moscow's "all purpose mercenaries"1 in a war by proxy. With other potential conflicts looming in Africa, it becomes important to know whether these assumptions are correct; whether the Soviet Union can indeed direct the dispatch of Cuban troops to Third World countries as it wishes.

Neither assumption is well supported by the evidence. Cuban activities in Africa neither began nor ended with Angola; (as figure one shows). Though Angola was unique in some respects, in others it matches a pattern of Cuban military diplomacy established over the past decade and a half. Havana has aided "progressive" regimes and revolutionary movements in Africa at least since 1961. Cuban military advisers fought with guerrilla groups in Zaire and Portuguese Guinea in the 1960s, and trained the "peoples militias" of a number of countries between 1965 and 1977. Cuban military ties with the Angolan MPLA were established a decade
before the first Cuban combat troops set foot in the country. Training was conducted by the Cuban military mission to Congo-Brazzaville, which in the mid-1960s numbered as many as 700 to 1,000 men.

A key finding which bears on the question of whether or not the Cubans should be considered Soviet surrogates is that, at the lowest point in Cuban-Soviet relations in 1966-67--brought about by differences over Cuba's domestic policies, and Cuban support for guerrilla groups in Latin America--Cuba pursued policies in Africa which are essentially indistinguishable from its policies in the 1970s, a period of growing Cuban-Soviet cooperation. This finding suggests an independently motivated Cuban foreign policy toward Africa. The longevity of that policy further suggests that Cuban activism in the region is unlikely to decline in the near future. This conclusion was reinforced by Fidel Castro's recent tour of Africa.

As to Angola itself, the record suggests that Cuba had ample incentives of its own to send its troops to support the MPLA, apart from any reasons the Soviets may have had, and independent of any Kremlin orders to do so. These included its long association with the MPLA and equally long antipathy for the MPLA's opponents. Research seems to bear out Cuban claims to have sent combat units to Angola only after substantial South African intervention placed its previously-dispatched combat advisory teams in
considerable jeopardy. Focusing on Soviet interests in Angola to the exclusion of Cuban and other interests leads to a characterization of Angola as a war by proxy when it perhaps ought to be characterized as a war conducted by allies, which the Marxist allies won.

To reach these conclusions, this study first reviews Cuban-Soviet relations since 1960, emphasizing major turning points. It then examines Cuban military diplomacy in Africa and the Middle East over the same period, and compares the two records. Insights gained from that comparison, and from the record of Cuban behavior, are then used to analyze Cuban participation in the Angolan civil war, and some of the prospects for Cuban policy in post-Angola Africa.

A REVIEW OF CUBAN-SOVET RELATIONS


Fidel Castro came to power in January 1959. By mid-year, the growing antipathy of the United States toward the Cuban revolution--prompted, in part, by Castro's apparent efforts to export the revolution to other parts of the Caribbean--led Cuban leaders to seek foreign support as a counterweight to American influence. In the bipolar world of the late 1950s, the obvious candidate was the Soviet Union.
The Soviets did not immediately rush to embrace the Cuban revolution. They approached it cautiously, hesitant to commit themselves to so vulnerable a revolution. Quantities of eastern bloc arms were sent to Havana, but the Soviet press made repeated references to the "Guatemalan tragedy" of 1954 when the leftist Arbenz regime in Guatemala was overthrown by American-trained exiles. When the Cuban regime weathered its own exile invasion in April 1961, the Soviets were impressed.2

Another year passed, however, before Moscow acknowledged that Cuba had indeed "embarked upon the path of building socialism."3 Moscow's caution was dictated in part by the knowledge that, once having admitted Cuba to the socialist camp, the USSR would be obliged, under the tenets of proletarian internationalism, to defend Cuba's interests.4 However, the decision having been made, Moscow moved at once to increase Cuba's defenses. Beginning in mid-summer 1962, the Soviets stepped up their arms shipments to Cuba. These included Komar missile boats, Mig-21 interceptors, and for reasons only distantly related to Cuban affairs, strategic missiles.5 The Cuban missile crisis ensued.

Crisis and Accommodation: Late 1962-Early 1965

In the aftermath of the crisis, Cuban-Soviet relations were severely strained. If the Soviets did not think of the missiles primarily in terms of Cuban defense, Castro did, and they
decided to withdraw the missiles without consulting him. Indeed, one former associate claims Fidel learned of the Soviet decision from an Associated Press dispatch. Although the missile crisis did produce a "no invasion" pledge from the United States, the USSR's apparent collapse in the face of "imperialist" threats did not sit well with Castro. Furthermore, a basic disagreement had developed between the Soviets and Cuba over the proper approach to revolution in Latin America. Cuba vigorously supported armed struggle (and was expelled from the Organization of American States (OAS) for that reason). The Soviets preferred to work quietly through the established communist parties. However, their methods proved no more successful than Cuba's, failing to bring Allende to power in Chile, and failing to keep Goulart in power in Brazil.

As a result, by the end of 1964, the new Kremlin leadership was willing to compromise with Castro on the question of armed struggle as a means of advancing the revolution in Latin America, and the November 1964 Conference of Latin American communist parties selectively endorsed armed struggle in six Latin countries, Venezuela among them. Likewise, a Cuban delegation headed by Raul Castro attended the Moscow conference of Communist parties in March 1965.

Conflict and Defeat: 1965-1970

This honeymoon between Castro and Khrushchev's successors
was soon overtaken by world events that made 1965 a year of transition for Cuban foreign policy and Cuban-Soviet relations. In Cuba's eyes, the Soviets failed to respond adequately to American "aggression" against North Vietnam. This was a breach of international solidarity that posed a direct threat to Cuba. If the Soviet Union was not inclined to use either its nuclear power or its troops to defend a socialist country, Cuban security against American attack rested on Cuba's own armed forces—and the "no-invasion" clause. Whatever sense of security the latter may have given probably evaporated when in April 1965 the U.S. intervened in the Dominican Republic. The Soviets made no military response to the Dominican crisis; worse, they moved to normalize relations with a number of anti-Castro Latin Governments. They also stood down—to judge from the pronouncements of the pro-Soviet Latin parties—from the selective endorsement of armed struggle made six months earlier. In short, Brezhnev and Kosygin seemed unwilling, or unable, either to defend their friends or to advance the cause of revolution in the Third World. Like Khrushchev, they backed down.

Cuba thus turned to its own resources to show solidarity with North Vietnam and otherwise take the offensive against imperialism. Its aim was to create "many Vietnams," on the reasonable supposition that U.S. troops bogged down in several countries at once could combat no single insurgency effectively.
nations targeted for action, however, lacked the equivalent of the Viet Cong. U.S. advisory missions to South America succeeded in establishing effective counter-insurgency programs. The Cuban offensive failed.13

This Cuban adventurism did nothing to improve Cuban-Soviet relations. Indeed, by the time Kosygin visited Havana in late June 1967, the Soviet ambassador had been recalled to Moscow (and a new ambassador was not appointed until May 1968).14 Kosygin's visit came on the heels of the Six Day War, which only confirmed Cuba's low opinion of Soviet performance in support of allies in distress. He was accorded a cool reception, and upon his departure, the Cuban press noted only that talks between Kosygin and Cuban leaders had been "frank."15

They did little, however, to settle Cuban-Soviet differences. Less than a month after Kosygin's visit, Havana convened the first conference of the Latin American Solidarity Organization (OLAS), whose purpose was the promotion of armed struggle in Latin America. As the conference got underway, Pravda reprinted an article by Chilean communist leader Luis Corvalan that characterized Cuba's approach to revolution as petty bourgeois:

The revolutionary current which emerges on a petty bourgeois basis usually underrates the proletariat and the communist parties, is more disposed toward nationalism, adventurism, and terrorism, and sometimes permits anti-communist and anti-Soviet attitudes....16

But these were not the only anti-Soviet attitudes evident.
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in Cuban policy. Cuba had had a pro-Soviet communist party of its own, the Popular Socialist Party (PSP), before Castro came to power. By 1965, these "old communists" had been edged out of power by Castro and his supporters. Having consolidated his power over the party apparatus, Castro then declared that, henceforth, Cuba would seek to build socialism and communism simultaneously, and base production on so-called "moral incentives" rather than Soviet-style material incentives. Cuba would, in short, forego the Soviet model of socialist development, and try to move farther and faster along the road to communism than the Soviet Union itself.

The Soviets did not take this challenge lightly: Cuba was the showcase of socialism in the western hemisphere, and represented a considerable Soviet investment—perhaps $2 billion in economic aid, and another half billion in weapons aid. They were not, however, in a position to intervene directly in Cuban affairs, as they were in Eastern Europe. Simply cutting off aid to Cuba—as they had done with the Chinese in the late 1950s—might cause the collapse of the revolution, or perhaps worse, drive Cuba into the Chinese camp. Thus, perhaps as early as 1965, the Soviets began to work through a number of "old communists" to redirect Cuban policy.

Cuban State Security penetrated this "microfaction" of the party, as Castro's people called it, by mid-1966. Its members
were arrested in late 1967. Raul Castro described the microfaction's activities to the Party Central Committee in January 1968, in a lengthy deposition carried by Prensa Latina. He noted that microfaction members considered themselves the "defenders of the policies of the USSR" and that they "even went so far as to seek political and economic pressure by the Soviet Union to force the revolution to draw nearer to that country." In that regard, he recounted one meeting between microfaction members and the second secretary of the Soviet embassy:

Rudolf (Shliapnikov) said jokingly, "Look here, we only have to say to the Cuban Government that the [oil transshipment] port of Baku is undergoing repairs for three weeks and that is that." Everyone broke out into laughter at this.

With the arrest of the microfaction, the Soviets stopped laughing. Having failed to change Cuban policy by discreet means, Soviet efforts became more direct.

Although sources vary as to the severity of the cutback, it seems clear that the Soviets did curtail deliveries of oil to Cuba in the first quarter of 1968. Parkinson states that the Soviets simply imposed a 2% ceiling on the annual increment of oil available to Cuba. Crozier and Barron suggest that the cutback was more drastic, bringing the Cuban economy slowly to a halt.21

Cuba had, however, begun fuel rationing as early as October 1967, and domestic oil exploration programs were given high priority.22 Cuba owned at least four Soviet-supplied drilling rigs
at this time, but the Soviets evidently did not keep up the supply of spare parts, or provide additional equipment for the Cuban effort.23 Thus, when they struck what appeared to be a major oil deposit at Guanabo Beach in March 1968, the Cubans turned to Rumania for additional equipment and technical assistance. Castro announced the barter agreement with Rumania on 20 April—about the time the Soviets curtailed oil shipments to Cuba.24 Rumanian equipment and personnel began to arrive in December, but by then Cuba and the Soviets had reached an "accommodation," and after a year of relatively intensive press coverage of Cuban oil production and exploration, the subject dropped out of sight. In addition, the promising find at Guanabo Beach paid out within four years.25

Castro's support of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia is widely regarded as a signal of Cuban "surrender" to Soviet pressure. Cuba ended its criticism of Soviet behavior, and cut back support for revolutionary groups in Latin America. OLAS was moribund by early 1969, and by early 1970, guerrilla groups in both Colombia and Venezuela condemned Castro for having "betrayed proletarian internationalism" by cutting off arms aid.26

It should be noted, however, that the Cuban "surrender" affected only Cuba's foreign policy and then only its policy toward Latin America. Moral incentives were not abolished, and the policy of pursuing socialism and communism jointly continued. If anything
the domestic effort was redoubled, with the declaration of a "Revolutionary Offensive" against all remaining private enterprise in Cuba. Cuba concentrated on developing its biggest cash crop, sugar, aiming at a harvest of 10 million tons by 1970—double the average yield for the 1960s and significantly, double the annual commitment to the Soviet Union.  

The entire economy was mobilized for the effort. Non-sugar sectors of the economy were neglected. Fidel himself declared that failure to achieve 10 million tons would be a personal failure for himself, and a moral failure for Cuba. The goal was not met, and Castro took the blame. Moral incentives had failed, and the Cuban economy was a shambles.  

Vindicated in its criticisms of Cuban policy, the Soviet Union quickly moved in to pick up the pieces. On December 9, 1970, in Moscow, the Soviet-Cuban Intergovernmental Economic, Scientific, and Technical Cooperation Commission was created. Cuba henceforth would base its economic policies on the Soviet model.  

Economic Integration, Policy Concurrence: 1970 Onward  

journeyed to Moscow, where he signed a major new economic agreement with the Soviets, which, among other things, deferred repayment of Cuban debts to 1986 and provided substantial credits to cover Cuba's trade deficits. Cuba began to emphasize production efficiency, and adopted Soviet-style material incentives for workers. 30 

Soviet arms shipments to Cuba also increased in 1971-1972 after having lagged during the late 1960s. The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute shows major weapons deliveries falling off in 1965, and not beginning to recover until 1971. Deliveries in 1972 tripled over 1971, rising to about $25 million. 31 

Cuban-Soviet relations, in brief, grew increasingly close until the Cuban missile crisis, after which they recovered briefly (following Krushchev's ouster), only to begin a long slide that bottomed out in early 1968 with the arrest, trial, and imprisonment of the pro-Soviet "microfaction." Although Soviet economic sanctions were an attempt at ending Castro's criticism of Soviet policy, not until the Cuban economy actually failed did Cuban-Soviet relations enter their current phase.

CUBAN MILITARY DIPLOMACY IN AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Revolutionary Cuba's interest in Africa is longstanding. Cuba's "Latin-African" racial heritage aside, Africa was still emerging from colonialism when Fidel Castro came to power. There were "progressive" states to befriend, and liberation movements to support. As Cuba came to be increasingly isolated from its own region, those states provided political ties for Cuba outside
the socialist bloc, while the liberation movements provided an outlet for Cuba's revolutionary dynamism.

**The Early Period: 1961-1964**

**Guerrilla Training**

While Cuban military aid to Africa may have begun as early as 1960, with arms and medical personnel for the Algerian National Liberation Front, the first permanent military mission appears to have been established in Ghana, in 1961.\(^3\)\(^2\) That year, a small number of instructors arrived to establish a guerrilla training camp in the northern part of the country, on the border with Upper Volta. The camp remained until Kwame Nkrumah's ouster by the military in 1966.\(^3\)\(^3\) There is some evidence that a similar camp may have operated in Ben Bella's Algeria, 1962-1965.\(^3\)\(^4\) Algeria, the first country in Africa to receive Cuban military aid, was also the first to receive the assistance of Cuban combat troops.

**Algeria-Morocco Border Dispute, 1963**

The Cuban arms carrier *Aracelio Iglesias* was en route to Algeria on October 14, 1963, when a long-simmering border dispute between Algeria and Morocco erupted into war. She docked at the Algerian port of Oran on October 21 with a cargo of Cuban (ex-Soviet) T-34 tanks and 50 Cuban military technicians. Algeria claimed that the arms shipment was part of a previous agreement with Cuba, and unrelated to the fighting. The sequence of events
would seem to bear this out, inasmuch as a twelve-knot transit from Havana to Oran would have taken fourteen days. Indeed, Algeria had very few armoured vehicles before the Cuban shipment, and the outbreak of fighting just before its arrival suggests that Morocco may have wished to press its military advantage before Algeria's armed forces were built up. In any case, if the first Cuban arms shipment was not a response to the crisis, the next ones probably were. 35

An additional arms shipment, and very likely a battalion of tank troops, arrived aboard the Gonzalez Lines, which docked at Oran on October 28, and on a third ship which probably docked the next day. Additional troops may have been brought in aboard an Air Cubana Britannia—the same type used to transport troops to Angola—which also landed at Oran on or about the 29th. 36 The tank troops were sent because, as the New York Times noted at the time, lack of trained personnel severely limited "the immediate battlefield use of any complicated foreign equipment" that might be sent to Algeria. For its aid to be of any use, Cuba had to commit people as well as equipment. They appear to have sent at least three or four hundred to help Algeria use the 40 tanks, field artillery, mortars, and other equipment shipped from Cuba. 37

There is little evidence that the Cubans ever engaged Moroccan forces directly in combat. Indeed, a cease-fire was signed in Bamako, Mali, on October 30, the day before Morocco
broke relations with Cuba over the troop issue. Sporadic artillery duels continued for five days, however. If, as some sources suggest, Cuban troops were deployed toward the front, they may have become involved. 38

The Cuban force probably remained in Algeria until the end of the year, training Algerian troops in the use of the transferred equipment. Evidence for their withdrawal by then comes with the resumption of Moroccan-Cuban diplomatic relations which, presumably, would not have been renewed had more than a token Cuban force remained in Algeria. 39

This kind of deployment was unique for Cuba in the 1960s. It is not clear whether Cuba secured advance approval from Moscow for the retransfer of Soviet equipment originally shipped to Cuba. Algerian Defense Minister Boumedienne signed a $100 million "industrial loan" agreement with the Soviets in Moscow in the first week of October. The loan had been under negotiation for two months, and given the signatories, probably involved military aid—SIPRI notes that Moscow delivered 100 T-34s and 50 T-54s during 1964. 40 Might Cuba have been directed to provide the initial deliveries from its own stocks? It seems unlikely that Cuba would accept an order to part with that much equipment, much less combat troops, less than a year after the Cuban missile crisis. It seems more likely that Cuba responded on its own initiative to the needs of the one country with which Cuba had the most in common, whose revolution Castro had aided before.
The arms shipments to Algeria were paralleled by smaller shipments, at about the same time, to guerrilla groups working to disrupt the Venezuelan elections scheduled for December 1963.\textsuperscript{41} The latter part of 1963 was, in other words, a period of increased Cuban activism. But while its actions in the border war doubtless earned the gratitude of the Algerian government, for its troubles in Venezuela Cuba earned only additional sanctions from the OAS. Repeated defeats in Latin America made Africa look ever more promising.

Cuban interest in Africa remained high through 1964. Cuba sent a high-level delegation, headed by President Osvaldo Dorticos, to the 2nd Conference of Non-aligned Nations, meeting in Cairo, October 5 to 10, 1964. Dorticos declared that Cuba was unaligned with any military bloc, though it was not neutral "toward mankind's greatest problems." A state visit to Algeria, on the anniversary of the border war, followed the Conference.\textsuperscript{42}

Shortly thereafter, Che Guevara began a three-month tour of Africa. In his visit one can see the first indications of the new activist phase in Cuban foreign policy that was to follow in the wake of international events in 1965.

\textbf{From Activism to Retrenchment: 1965-1970}

In his tour of Africa from December 1964 to March 1965, Che Guevara visited, among other countries, Algeria, Guinea, Ghana,
and Congo-Brazzaville. He declared Africa to be "one of the most important, if not the most important, battlefield against all forms of exploitation in the world." He addressed himself in particular to the rebellion still under way at that time in Congo-Leopoldville (now, and hereafter in this paper, called Zaire), and urged "the cooperation of all progressive peoples of the world" for "practical support" for Zaire rebels. While in Congo-Brazzaville, just across the river from Zaire, he also conferred at length with leaders of the revolutionary movements of Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea, and Angola.

The meetings seem to have resulted in Cuban agreement to give material aid to all three. Cuban ships delivered arms to Congo-Brazzaville (home base for the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola, the MPLA) in mid-1965, and to Guinea (home base for the African Party for the Liberation of Portuguese Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands, the PAIGC) perhaps a year later. Information is sketchier on Cuban support of the Front for the Liberation of Mozambique (FRELIMO) based in Tanzania, but by the late 1960s, Cuban instructors apparently served in several guerrilla training camps in Tanzania.

Castro signalled his willingness to send Cuban troops overseas in support of revolutionary movements in February 1965. He was seconded by the Dputy Minister of the Armed Forces, Juan
Almeida, in a speech publicized on March 23rd. The first known instance of Cuban military advisors serving in the field with guerrilla groups in Africa occurred soon after, with the return of Che Guevara to Zaire.

Zaire, 1965

Guevara entered Zaire via Tanzania with a small band of Cubans some time in the spring of 1965. They were met in July by some 200 other Cubans who had entered the country via Congo-Brazzaville. However, the Cubans found rebel forces unwilling to fight, their leaders corrupt, and after Joseph Mobutu seized power in a military coup in November 1965, the Cuban mission departed. Guevara himself may have remained in Congo-Brazzaville, however, until March 1966 to assist the growing Cuban advisory mission there.

Congo-Brazzaville and the MPLA, 1965-70

When Algerian President Ben Bella was overthrown in a military coup in June 1965, Cuba withdrew its ambassador, Jorge Seguera, in protest. One month later, Seguera was reassigned to Brazzaville. His arrival was followed in short order by a Cuban arms carrier with arms and advisers (noted above) for rebel forces in Zaire. Some of those advisers, however, remained in Brazzaville, where they served as a Presidential Guard for Congolese President Massamba-Debat, and organized and trained a popular militia for the President's ruling party (the Civil Defense Corps, drawn from the youth wing of the party, the Jeunesse). The mission also trained
querrillas of the Angolan MPLA. 50

The Brazzaville mission marks a turning point in Cuban military diplomacy in Africa. The years 1965-1966 saw many governments in Africa toppled by military coups. Among these were two of Cuba's best friends in Africa, Algeria's Ben Bella, and Ghana's Nkrumah. With their downfall, Cuba also lost both of its African guerrilla training bases. When new bases were established, in Congo-Brazzaville and Guinea, Cuba devoted more attention to the protection of the host "progressive" governments--consolidating revolutionary gains already made became as important as promoting revolution anew. Cuba's fresh experience in combatting energetic counter-revolutionary activities at home suited it, perhaps uniquely, to that task. Thus, from 1965 on, Cuba devoted a large part of its advisory effort in Africa to the training of popular militias, under the control of ruling parties, as counterweights to the regular armed force. Congo-Brazzaville was the first of these missions.

Cuba did not abandon its support for African revolutionary movements. But after the disaster in Zaire, Castro seems to have focused his attention on the task of liberating the Portuguese colonies, and generally to have left established African governments alone.

As the Cuban mission to Congo-Brazzaville grew from 250 advisers in mid-1965 to nearly 700 by June 1966, under the terms of a wide-ranging technical assistance agreement signed that January
the value of Cuba's protective strategy became apparent. On June 27, the Congolese National Army revolted against efforts of the ruling party (the National Revolutionary Movement, or MNR) to politicize control of the armed forces. Government and party leaders were physically protected for three days by the Cuban Guard and the Jeunesse/CDC. The coup attempt failed, ultimately because the army was not willing to engage the Cubans in combat. Government praise for the Cuban assistance was substantial, and Congo Premier Noumazalay called opponents of the Cuban presence "enemies of the revolution." 

That presence continued to grow in the wake of the coup attempt, to perhaps 1,000 men by October 1966, possibly to augment the Presidential Guard while militia training was stepped up. This would have made the Cuban mission half as large as the Congolese Army. The Cubans' higher visibility probably served to deepen Army resentment of the mission as an armed counterweight to Army power, and as mentor of its principal institutional rival, the CDC.

Regional and tribal rivalries, however, also tended to put the Cuban mission in a crossfire. President Alphonse Massamba-Debat, a southerner ruling a government seen dominated by southerners, recognized that foreign troops could be as much a liability as an asset. By mid-1968 he had reduced the mission to no more than 250 men. Since the Cubans were not the primary source of tension in the country, reducing their numbers did not reduce Massamba-Debat's
problems. Ultimately, in August 1968, he lost power to northerner Marien Ngouabi (who ruled the country until his assassination in March 1977). Some sources suggest that the Cuban mission was then ended immediately, others that it was drawn down over time, ending completely by 1971.\textsuperscript{56} At the very least, however, a small group of Cubans remained in the country through the end of the decade to train MPLA guerrillas at Dolisie, on the Congo-Cabinda border.\textsuperscript{57} There are indications that when the MPLA shifted its main staging bases to Zambia in 1970, Cuban instructors shifted also.\textsuperscript{58} Evidence is thin on this point, but a Cuban presence in Zambia without the express consent of the Zambian government would parallel events in Portuguese Guinea, where Cuban advisers joined PAIGC guerrillas operating out of base camps in Senegal.\textsuperscript{59} PAIGC headquarters were in Conakry, Guinea, and it is to the Cuban mission in that country that we now turn.

**Guinea and the PAIGC, 1966—**

Sekou Toure, President of Guinea since its independence in 1958, is nothing if not sensitive to potential threats to his rule. He doubtless noted the wave of coups sweeping Africa in 1965-1966 with alarm. Particularly alarming and close to home was the coup in Ghana in February 1966, after which Kwame Nkrumah took refuge in Guinea.
As early as spring 1966, Toure requested Cuban assistance in setting up his own popular militia, along the lines of the one organized in Brazzaville. The official announcement establishing the militia was made in August. By October, Toure had established his own Cuban Presidential Guard. Unlike its Congolese counterpart, not heard from after 1966, the Guinean guard is still in existence, and still at least partially staffed by Cuban officers. The militia, likewise, is still in existence, and was popularly credited with repulsing the Portuguese raid on Conakry in November 1970. Castro himself arrived in Conakry in May 1972 to dedicate the new militia training center there.

Cuban advisers for the PAIGC evidently arrived along with, or soon after, the militia training mission, as Portuguese military communiques begin mentioning Cuban advisers operating with the guerrillas in February 1967. Cuban Captain Pedro Rodriguez Peralta was captured in Portuguese Guinea in November 1969. (Tried and imprisoned by the Portuguese, he was released after the April 1974 revolution in Portugal, and is now a member of the communist party Central Committee in Cuba, and head of the Interior Ministry's Border Guard Troops.) In short, Cuban support for the PAIGC was uninterrupted through the end of the decade.

Cuban activism in Africa trailed off toward the end of the 1960s. The Brazzaville mission essentially ended, leaving
the mission to Guinea and the PAIGC, and perhaps a small advisory effort with FRELIMO, as the only Cuban military missions on the continent. No new missions were undertaken. When Cuban activism again began to pick up in 1971, Cuba concentrated first on the PAIGC. It was the first to receive additional men, and by 1974 as many as 200 Cubans worked with the guerrillas, essentially taking over logistics, communications, and other technical functions, but suffering casualties as well.64
Renewed Expansion: The 1970s

Cuba increased its military involvement in Africa after 1971, sending missions to Sierra Leone, Equatorial Guinea, Somalia, Algeria, Mozambique, and of course, Angola. Cuban missions were also sent for the first time to the Middle East: to South Yemen, Syria, and Iraq.

Sierra Leone, 1972—

Cuba and Sierra Leone, Guinea's next-door neighbor to the south, established diplomatic relations in April 1972. Castro made a brief stopover in Freetown in May, in conjunction with his visit to Guinea. In November, the first Cuban ambassador presented his credentials. Soon after that, a Cuban mission arrived to organize and train a 500-man militia known as Internal Security Unit Two (ISU-2). President Siaka Stevens had survived an abortive coup attempt in March 1971, and had entered into a defense agreement with Guinea, under which Guinea provided Stevens with a Presidential Guard. A Cuban-trained militia would provide additional security. The bulk of the mission seems to have been withdrawn after Sierra Leone's May 1973 elections, and ISU-2 was thereafter absorbed into the national police. A small group of Cuban advisers, less than two dozen, remained into the mid-1970s.

Equatorial Guinea, 1973-(1976)

Diplomatic relations between Cuba and Equatorial Guinea, the only Spanish-speaking country in Africa, were established in
December 1972. A technical assistance agreement, reminiscent of the 1966 Cuba-Congo (Brazzaville) agreement, was signed in October 1973.\textsuperscript{67} Once again the emphasis was on the training of militia and the strengthening of internal security elements. Indeed, the new Cuban ambassador to Equatorial Guinea, appointed October 27, was the former national coordinator of Cuba's Committees for the Defense of the Revolution.\textsuperscript{68}

By December 1973, there were close to 200 Cuban advisers there, and by November 1974, more than 400. Of these, 80 were military advisors.\textsuperscript{69}

The Cuban mission may have ended at the end of March 1976, soon after President Macias issued his compulsory manual labor decrees. These resulted in the impressment of some 20,000 Guineans to work the country's plantations. They replaced Nigerian contract workers who left the country in January amid charges of repression by the Macias regime.\textsuperscript{70}

**South Yemen, 1973-**

Cuban military diplomacy extended to the Middle East for the first time in 1973 with the dispatch of a Cuban advisory mission to South Yemen (the PDRY). The secretary-general of the country's ruling party, the National Liberation Front, Abd Al-Fattah Isma'il, visited Havana at Castro's request in late October 1972. The PDRY at that time supported the Dhofari rebellion in
neighboring Oman, and Isma'il came to request Cuban aid. He de-
parted saying that "our revolution can count on the firm support
of the Cuban revolution." At the time of his visit, the PDRY
was far from satisfied with the aid it had received from the Soviets,
and Cuban aid had been requested despite the presence of a Soviet
aid mission. One week after leaving Cuba, Isma'il criticized the
Soviet Union's "inadequate" assistance, noting that it compared
unfavorably with the "much more extensive" Cuban aid.

That aid materialized in April 1973 with the arrival of
about 200 Cuban advisers to provide guerrilla training to the
PDRY's army and the Dhofari rebels, and to set up a popular mili-
tia. By June, Cuban air force personnel were there, training
Yemeni pilots to fly Soviet Migs, while other advisors were helping
the government to set up an internal security apparatus model-
led on Cuba's Committees for the Defense of the Revolution.

The Cuban mission remained at about its April 1973 level
until late in that year, when Iran intervened in the Dhofari
rebellion on the side of Oman with 1200 air-mobile Special Forces
troops. Over the next six months, the Cuban presence in the PDRY
tripled. Some of the additional troops probably arrived in
March aboard the Cuban ship Vietnam Heroico which, en route to
Aden, stopped at Mogadishio and disembarked the first Cuban mili-
tary advisers to be sent to Somalia. By mid-1974, there were
—600 to 700 Cubans in the PDRY. That level was maintained in 1975. By spring 1976, however, the Cuban mission had decreased to 200 men, suggesting that Cuba drew on its Yemeni advisory group when the Angolan crisis erupted. It may also have cut its mission in response to South Yemen's ending of its support for the Dhofar rebellion, early in 1976.77

Syria, 1973-1974

During the October War, Cuba sent 500 to 750 tank troops to Syria. At first stationed at Damascus, shortly after the war ended they were sent to the Golan Heights, taking part in the sporadic fighting that continued until the disengagement agreement of May 1974.78 Israeli sources quoted in the Western press maintained that two brigades of Cubans—3,000 to 4,000 men—served on the Heights.79 The discrepancy in numbers may be due to the fact that Cuban tank battalions appear to be small by Western or even Soviet standards.80 Thus a complete Cuban armored brigade, or operational elements of two brigades, could very well have served on the Golan Heights without their numbers exceeding the 500 to 750 cited above.

A small number of Cuban pilots was also sent to Syria to serve as advisers to the Syrian air force. This seems to have been only the second occasion on which Cuban pilots were sent overseas, the first being South Yemen, only months before.81
The bulk of the Cuban force appears to have been withdrawn by February 1975. The decision to withdraw was very likely the subject of a six-day visit to Syria by Cuban Chief of Staff Brig. Senen Casas Regueiro in early January 1975.82

Syria was the second deployment of conventional Cuban combat forces. As in Algeria ten years before, Cuba came to the aid of a friend in distress, and the deployment was roughly similar in size, although this time the Cubans brought no equipment with them. Cuba had not been the only country to send troops to Algeria in 1963 (Egypt sent a larger number), but on the Golan Heights its troops served alongside Moroccans, Jordanians, and Saudis. Why did Cuba send troops to a country already well served by other countries in the region? The answer would seem to lie partly in revolutionary Cuba's concept of its "international duty"—something that figures in all Cuban missions—and partly in Fidel Castro's own actions just before the war.

In his speech to the Non-Aligned Conference in Algeria in September 1973, Castro emphasized the need for Third World solidarity with "progressive" states and national liberation movements. He vigorously denounced Israel. A few days later, Cuba severed relation with Israel.83 When the war broke out, it was up to Castro to make good his rhetoric, and to show at least as much solidarity with the beleaguered Syrians as the
"reactionary" Saudis. Thus the Cuban response was in part a matter of principle, and in part a matter of face. One can say much the same thing about Angola.

Somalia, 1974—

Cuba sent a handful of military technicians to Somalia in 1974, as noted above. This increased to perhaps 50 in 1975. In March 1976, several hundred additional military personnel—described variously as "troops" and "technicians"—were flown into Somalia. They included 60 to 70 Cuban pilots and missile technicians. Besides advising the Somali military, the Cubans reportedly trained pro-Somali guerrillas from the French Territory of the Afars and Issas (Djibouti).

Algeria, 1975—

The presence of a small number of Cuban aircraft technicians in Algeria was revealed by Castro himself during a March 1976 visit to that country. Algeria served as a major transit point for the Soviets arms airlift to Angola in late 1975, and Algerian pilots were reportedly sent to man Soviet-built Migs based in Brazzaville during the conflict. The Soviet Union, in what was seen as a quid pro quo for that assistance, extended $450 million in credits to Algeria in November 1975. Havana's assignment of technicians to Algeria may have been the Cuban equivalent.
Mozambique, 1976—

Mozambique gained its independence from Portugal in June 1975. One of the "front line" states in the struggle for Rhodesia, it hosts forces of the Zimbabwe People's Army (ZIPA), much as Toure's Guinea hosted forces of the PAIGC. As in Guinea, Cuban military advisers are training the guerrillas. The first contingent of advisers arrived at Beira, Mozambique, in February 1976. By mid-year, the mission had grown to 250, and according to recent published reports, is still increasing.87 The final chapter in the struggle for Rhodesia has yet to be written, but one point is worth making here. Although ZIPA combines the forces of ZAPU (the Soviet-supported Zimbabwe African People's Union, led by Joshua Nkomo) and ZANU (the Chinese-supported Zimbabwe African National Union, led by Robert Mugabe), ZANU forces predominate. If the Cubans, in increasing numbers, are indeed training ZIPA, then the Chinese may have been edged out of a leading role in the Rhodesian struggle.88

Iraq, 1976—

In August 1976, the Foreign Report of the Economist disclosed the presence of 150 Cuban advisers in Iraq, the bulk of whom arrived between July and August. The Cubans were reportedly sent to "train Iraqi terror squads."89 Like many of the other countries where Cuban advisors have been stationed in the past
ten years, Iraq maintains a large militia, the People's Army. In September, Baghdad Radio reported on live-fire "special war" exercises carried out by the People's Army, followed by "lectures in political education." Taken together, these sources suggest that Cuba is once again engaged in training a politicized paramilitary force. In previous instances, as we have seen, Cuban assistance to such forces has had as its object the creation or strengthening of the militia as a counterweight to the regular armed forces. Given the fractious nature of Iraqi politics, it is not unreasonable to assume they are following that pattern in this case.

**Other Missions, 1975-76**

Perhaps 150 Cuban advisers are stationed in Tanzania, though some estimates have ranged as high as 600. The Tanzanian case points up one of the difficulties encountered in developing accurate counts of Cuban military missions overseas (especially those of recent years). The larger estimates probably include Cuban construction workers in Tanzania, who probably form one or more International Construction Brigades. These workers are very likely what Jorge Dominguez, in his recent study of the Cuban military, calls "civic soldiers"—nominal civilians who have had military training. (Most politically reliable individuals in Cuba receive such training, and make up an extensive military reserve to be called on in emergencies. It stands to reason that only politically reliable—hence mostly military-trained—individuals would be sent to serve the revolution overseas.) The International
Construction Brigades are, furthermore, lead by active-duty MINFAR officers. Thus the brigades can be considered military units in a certain sense, and their presence in a number of African countries may account for the wide disagreement among published reports of Cuban mission sizes: some reports count the construction brigades, others do not. I have adopted the latter approach, since to do otherwise would grossly overestimate the size of the Cuban military advisory effort in some Third World countries. However, it is clear that military-trained construction personnel give Cuban missions a good deal of flexibility. For example, should something untoward happen in Angola, most of the Cuban civilian technicians now there could doubtless serve in some military capacity. This would presumably apply to other countries as well.

Bearing this distinction between active military and military-construction missions in mind, it would appear that all but 20 to 25 Cuban military advisers departed Guinea-Bissau after its independence.

Less than 100 Cuban advisers remained in neighboring Guinea-Conakry as of spring 1976, and a number of these may be detailed to support the biweekly Air Cubana flights that come through Conakry on their way to and from Luanda. One source, however, suggests a substantial increase in the mission following the discovery of an anti-Toure "plot" in May 1976, that resulted in a purge of the Cuban-trained Guinean militia.
In mid-1976, after a visit to Brazzaville by Raul Castro, 3000 Cuban troops were reportedly shifted from Angola to Congo-Brazzaville, to "train Congolese troops."\(^97\) It appears that a much smaller Cuban mission remains in the Congo, with roughly 400 troops detailed to support the Cuban effort in Angola and Cabinda (where about 3,000 Cubans are still fighting insurgents and guarding oil installations).\(^98\) At the opposite end of Angola, Cuban troops are training guerrillas of SWAPO, the Southwest Africa Peoples Organization, while across the border in Namibia, South Africa has returned the favor by training and equipping UNITA guerrillas.\(^99\) The fight for southern Africa continues.

**Summary**

Since 1961, Cuba has deployed conventional combat troops three times: to Algeria (1963), to Syria (1973), and to Angola (1975). In the first two cases, deployments involved perhaps 500 men, and troops were withdrawn when those crises ended. In the case of Angola (covered at length in the next section), deployments were much larger, and fighting continues.

With the exception of these three instances, Cuban military diplomacy in Africa and the Middle East has concentrated on training colonial liberation movements, such as those of Portuguese Guinea, Angola, probably Mozambique, and most recently, Namibia and Rhodesia. It has similarly concentrated on bolstering
"progressive" regimes by training their popular militias and other internal security forces—in Congo-Brazzaville, Guinea, Equatorial Guinea, South Yemen, Iraq and, as will be seen, Angola. Both of these missions were actively undertaken in both the 1960s and 1970s.

In sum, Cuba's foreign policy toward Africa has been fairly consistent for more than a decade. How does this record match the record of Cuban-Soviet relations?

COMPARING CUBAN-SOVIE T RELATIONS WITH CUBAN BEHAVIOR

The 1960s

During the mid-1960s, as Cuban-Soviet relations cooled, Cuban activism picked up. Indeed, the two phenomena fed on one another. Cuba on the one hand perceived the Soviets to be insufficiently activist in their approach to revolution in the Third World, and on the other, set out to do something about it, thereby crossing Soviet policy in Latin America. Not only did Castro upset Moscow's quiet "united front" strategies, he was publicly critical of them. Cuba's deviationist domestic policies and the declining fortunes of pro-Soviet "old communists" in Cuba further contributed to Moscow's irritation.

Cuban missions to Africa begin to tail off, however, before the arrest of the microfaction and the subsequent Soviet clamp-down, suggesting that factors other than Soviet pressure were responsible for this decline. One factor very probably was the decline of the Cuban economy during the period, and the decreasing
availability of funds to support overseas missions. Other, African, factors may have included the desire of the government in Congo-Brazzaville to do away with the embarrassment of a large Cuban mission. No other "progressive" state was so well located as Congo-Brazzaville for the training of Angolan guerrillas, except perhaps Zambia, but a clandestine presence in Zambia would have necessarily been limited to a handful of instructors. The Nigerian Civil War, very much underway in the late 1960s, might also have made other states in the region reluctant to support a Cuban training camp—the more so since, during the 1968 troubles in Congo-Brazzaville, members of the Cuban-trained militia who defied government orders to disarm themselves reportedly named their final holdout "Camp Biafra." \(^{100}\)

Thus the Cuban drawdown in Africa in the late 1960s seems to have been independent of Soviet pressure. Indeed, since none of the African countries where the Cubans were active had communist parties, pro-Soviet or otherwise, the Soviets would have had little reason to object to Cuba's activities there. Armed struggle in Africa demolished no "united fronts."

**The 1970s**

Cuban activities have increased throughout the 1970s, paralleling the increasing closeness of Cuban-Soviet relations. But they have also paralleled, among other things, the resurgence of the Cuban economy in the early part of the decade, increasing
opportunities in Africa, and Fidel Castro's political fortunes. Indeed, deployments parallel Castro's power in the 1960s as well. As Cuban deployments increased in the mid-1960s, Fidel was consolidating his control over the party apparatus. As they bottomed out in 1970, he was accepting the blame for the failure of the Ten Million Tons program. As deployments increased in the 1970s, Fidel's personal clout was growing once again, such that by 1976, when the new Cuban constitution was promulgated, Castro was named not only Prime Minister and First Secretary of the Party, but President of the Republic as well. This is not to suggest one simple cause for Cuban behavior, but only to point out that Castro's personal impact on Cuban military diplomacy is hard to overestimate. Fidel believes in Cuba's "internationalist mission," and Cuban foreign policy is imbued with that belief.101

Finally, military institutional factors have encouraged overseas involvement. As Edward Gonzalez notes, in an era when the internal security of Cuba is increasingly assured, and a better-organized civilian sector makes fewer demands upon the resources of the FAR, external missions give the military an additional raison d'être. He argues that this "military mission tendency" has in fact been one of the principal forces behind Cuban foreign policy in this decade.102 Overseas missions further provide field experience -- and important socialization -- for younger officers, helping to close the generation gap between these men and the former Rebel Army guerrillas who make up Cuba's military elite.103
Multiple factors other than Soviet interests and pressure can thus be called upon to account for the variations in Cuban deployments. But even if Cuban-Soviet relations were a better barometer of Cuban deployments, we would be left with the fact that Cuban policy toward Africa seems to have been quite consistent whatever the level of effort at any particular time. While increasing Cuban-Soviet cooperation in the 1970s may have resulted in increased Cuban capabilities—by dint of additional technical training, and assistance in reorganizing the armed forces—it does not seem to have had an appreciable effect on Cuban intentions toward Africa.

The Soviets' position as Cuba's chief arms supplier does, however, allow them to limit Havana's policy options by controlling the supply of certain equipment. For example, Moscow has yet to supply Cuba with military transport aircraft capable of airlifting heavy equipment any distance, even though medium-range transports like the AN-12 were given to countries like India as early as 1961. The Cubans can use their civil aircraft to transport lightly armed troops in a crisis, but must rely on sealift to transport heavy weapons. In short, the Soviets continue to act as a constraint on Cuban policy, much as they did in the 1960s. The Cubans must operate within the parameters set by the Kremlin, and can exceed them only with Moscow's help.
In summary, Cuban foreign policy toward Africa—as evidenced by its non-Angola military aid missions—has been consistent for more than a decade, despite changes in Cuban-Soviet relations. At the height of Cuban-Soviet confrontation in 1966 and 1967, Cuba pursued policies in Africa that are essentially indistinguishable from its policies in the 1970s, a period of increasing Cuban-Soviet cooperation. This suggests an independently motivated Cuban foreign policy. Indeed, the Soviets seem to be less a cause of Cuban behavior than a constraint on it.

We have not yet, however, considered the case of Angola itself. Might Angola be the exception that proves the rule?
ANGOLA: CHRONOLOGY, PATTERN-FITTING, AND "PROXY WAR"

Active Cuban support for the MPLA dates back to 1965. That support developed not only because Agostinho Neto and his people had the proper ideological credentials, but because Cuba considered their rivals—FNLA leader Holden Roberto and his patron, President Mobutu of Zaire—to be tools of the CIA. Havana further accused Mobutu, in the late 1960s, of using Cuban exiles both to run Zaire's air transport system, and to train the FNLA. The same "counter-revolutionary forces" arrayed against Cuba itself were thus seen to be arrayed against the MPLA as well. MPLA success would be both a victory against colonialism, and a defeat for the enemies of the Cuban revolution.105

The Angolan civil war represented the playing out of these and other long-standing interests in the fate of Portugal's last colony in Africa. Cuban involvement in that conflict was predictable, given its particular interests, and its record of military diplomacy in the region. What remains to be explained is the scale and timing of that involvement.

The Initial Period: To July 1975

The arms race in Angola began as competition between the USSR and China. Holden Roberto went to Peking in December 1973 to secure Chinese support for his movement. The Chinese sent 125 advisers and 450 tons of military supplies to the FNLA, via Zaire, between June and August 1974, and began training an estimated 5,000
NOTF: The names of the following cities have been changed by the authorities in Luanda. The new name is enclosed in parentheses after the former designation: Cacuaco (L'Imgri), São Salvador do Congo (M'Banta Congo), Ambúnté (N'Zoito), São Antonio do Zaire (Soro), Sólarz (Dulutando), Henrique de Carvalho (Sautério), Sa da Bandeira (Lobango), Freitas de Eca (N'Gora).
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FNLA troops. Interestingly enough, North Korea also provided arms and 125 instructors for Zaire. This effort in support of the FNLA got underway at least two months before substantial Soviet aid for the MPLA—sharply reduced while Moscow awaited the outcome of leadership fights within the movement—resumed, in October 1974.106

By February 1975, Daniel Chipenda and his forces had defected from the MPLA to the FNLA. Fighting broke out between the rival liberation movements in late March. A motorized column of 500 FNLA troops arrived in Luanda March 30—the Chinese/Korean training program was beginning to show some effect.107

As the fighting escalated, so did Soviet bloc arms deliveries to the MPLA. The Soviets began to airlift arms to Brazzaville, and thence to MPLA-held airfields inside Angola. At the same time, MPLA-chartered aircraft flew in arms delivered to Dar es Salaam. One of these, a Bristol Britannia with a British crew bound for Serpa Pinto, was forced by weather to land at Luso. Its cargo of arms was first impounded by the Portuguese, but later turned over to the MPLA.108

The arms buildup continued through the spring, and MPLA stockpiles grew. But what does a largely illiterate guerrilla force do with a growing inventory of sophisticated weaponry? In May, the MPLA requested Cuban advisory assistance. In June, the
first 230 Cuban advisers arrived to establish four training camps in MPLA-held territory: at Henrique de Carvalho, Salazar, Benguela, and Cabinda.109 The size of this mission was roughly equal to the one sent to help the PAIGC, or the original mission sent to assist the PDRY—a curious fact given the larger size of Angola, unless the initial deployment was what amounted to a standard training unit.

The scope of the necessary commitment probably became clear soon after this first contingent of advisors arrived. A Cuban mission met with MPLA president Neto in late June, and probably discussed contingency plans for further Cuban involvement in the country. By then, it was clear that additional manpower for the MPLA would have to come from Cuba, and not the Soviet Union, since Neto had received a "chilly" reception in Moscow earlier in the month.110

Escalation: Mid-July to Mid-October 1975

In mid-July, the MPLA launched its campaign to control most of Angola's provincial capitals in time for independence day, November 11. In response, the FNLA sought South African assistance, dispatching Daniel Chipenda to Windhoek, Namibia, to confer with South African security officials.111

At roughly the same time, South Africa warned the Portuguese High Commissioner in Angola that it was prepared to send troops into Angola to protect the hydroelectric projects on the
Cunene River (on the Angola-Namibia border). South African troops moved across the border on August 11 and 12, as MPLA forces swept south along the Angolan coast. Additional South African troops took Pereira d'Eca and Rocadas, important junctions blocking the main routes to the dam sites from MPLA-held territory, perhaps two weeks later. Perhaps satisfied with a simple show of force, the South Africans seem to have pulled back, allowing the two towns to revert to MPLA control in September.112

Meanwhile, in Portugal, the leftist government was on the verge of collapse. Premier Goncalves admitted having trouble governing the country by mid-August, and was removed as premier at the end of the month. The Portuguese government began to swing away from the communists and toward the "bourgeois democracy" Goncalves had condemned.113

Cuba responded quickly to these events. Regular Cuban units were apparently canvassed for volunteers for Angola during mid-August. In early September, three Cuban merchant ships left Cuba for Angola.114

While this first contingent of Cuban troops was en route, Congo President Marien Ngouabi arrived in Havana for a week-long state visit. The joint communique issued at the conclusion of his visit, on September 19, expressed Cuban-Congolese solidarity for the "heroic combatants" of Angola, struggling against "reactionary elements and imperialist interests." Castro and Ngouabi signed
a bilateral agreement, terms unspecified, just before Ngouabi returned home. A Cuban delegation arrived in the Congo in the first week of October—about the time the first troop ships arrived—to "verify implementation" of the agreement. The delegation went about its business for two weeks before meeting with Ngouabi, suggesting it had less to do with Cuban-Congolese affairs than Cuban-Angolan affairs.

The first Cuban troop ships reached Pointe Noire in late September and early October. Most of these troops were then either taken south aboard an Angolan coaster, or overland to Cabinda. One or more Cuban ships, however, disembarked troops directly to Porto Amboim, south of Luanda. Some of these troops went south to the Cuban training camp at Benguela, while others appear to have joined MPLA units moving toward Nova Lisboa from Lobito. The latter made first contact with South African troops advising UNITA forces at Norton de Matos, on October 6th. They were beaten. By this time, South Africa had, by its own account, apparently airlifted several small advisory teams into central Angola, along with anti-tank weapons and, after mid-month, armored cars. Daily C-130 flights into Nova Lisboa and Silva Porto kept these forces supplied.

There has been considerable debate about the nature and purpose of the Cuban forces that arrived in Angola in September
and October. Both the Marquez articles* and statements by Cuban leaders differentiate these troops—or "instructors"—from the troops—"combat units"—sent in November and following months. Are the Cubans merely using the South African intervention of October 23 (covered below) as a "post facto rationalization" of their own involvement, as some observers contend; or was there a difference in the character of the Cuban involvement that makes the distinction valid, and important?

There is some reason to believe that the troops sent to Angola in September and October were drawn largely from a unit known as the "prime minister's reserve troops." In his recent work on the Cuban military, M. L. Vellinga notes that the Cuban armed forces' independent Armored Division is also known as the "special reserve of the commander in chief." Fidel Castro, of course, wears both hats. The first Cuban combat troops sent to Angola thus seem to have been "tanquistas"—as in Cuba's previous two conventional combat deployments—drawn from a unit under Fidel Castro's personal control. Indeed, one is tempted to speculate that the division derives its special status from the internationalist component of its mission, which in turn suggests that Algeria (1963) and Syria (1973) were "reserve" missions, and that makes Fidel Castro

loom even larger as the central figure in Cuban military diplomacy. The sending of tank troops makes intuitive sense in that the MPLA's greatest problem in September, as it attempted to advance, would have been a shortage of trained personnel to operate its mechanized equipment. But does this vitiate the Cuban distinction between "instructors" and "combat units"? I think not, inasmuch as Cuban troops in Angola before November did not appear to operate as separate, integral units. They appeared, rather, to go into the field as advisers to MPLA units. Even the South African account of the fighting seems to refer to Cuban operational units only after the first week in November. Using this distinction, Cuba's account of its involvement would seem to stand up well under scrutiny. By October 23, there were an estimated 1500 Cuban military personnel in Angola.

Final Buildup: Late October to Mid-January 1976

On October 23, a mechanized column crossed the Angola-Namibia border, a mixed group of Portuguese mercenaries, FNLA troops under Daniel Chipenda, and South African regulars. The column took Sa da Bandeira in one day, and Mocamedes, on the coast, four days later without resistance. It moved back to Sa da Bandeira, regrouped, and headed for Benguela and the southernmost Cuban training camp, detouring toward Nova Lisboa on November 1 long enough to catch a Cuban/MPLA force in a pincer between itself and another South African force defending Nova Lisboa. The column then resumed its
movement toward Benguela. Cuban defenders stopped the column on November 4 with concentrated 122-mm rocket fire—the first the South Africans had encountered, prompting them to request heavy artillery that would outrange the rockets. The Cubans fell back from Benguela and Lobito on November 5 and the column resumed its advance. By Independence Day, it was moving on Novo Redondo. Other South African-assisted forces had, by the same time, pushed north from Nova Lisboa to Santa Comba, due east of Novo Redondo.\footnote{124}

The appearance of the mechanized column and its rapid advance seem to have triggered the next stage in the Cuban buildup. Four or five Cuban troop ships departed Cuba in late October, and a troop airlift began on November 7. The range limitations of Cuba's Bristol Britannias made refueling stops necessary. Stops were made at Barbados and Bissau before flying on to Brazzaville.\footnote{125}

The second wave of Cuban troop ships arrived at Luanda between November 12 and 15. Soviet advisers made their first appearance in Angola on November 13. (Note the attention to legal detail: no Soviet advisers were in Angola until after its formal independence day.)\footnote{126}

Cuban and South African forces clashed December 9 to 12 between Santa Comba and Quibala, in what has come to be known as the "Battle of Bridge 14." By all accounts, the Cuban forces were severely mauled. At about the same time, UNITA forces, aided by a fresh South African mechanized unit, captured Luso.\footnote{127}
In the wake of these defeats, the rate of Cuban arrivals in Angola, estimated at 400 per week in December, doubled to perhaps 1000 a week in January. When Barbados denied refueling rights to Cuban troop transports, December 18, the Cubans rerouted first to Sal, in the Cape Verde Islands, and then to Santa Maria, in the Azores, using Santa Maria from December 20 to 30. On that date, Portugal banned further stopovers. Cuban planes briefly resumed use of Santa Maria at night on January 10, but Portugal once again denied landing rights on the 13th, leaving the airlift without a refueling stop between Cuba and West Africa. In early January, however, the Soviet Union had sent two Aeroflot IL-62s to Cuba, and these began flying troops from Holguin in eastern Cuba to Luanda. Even these flights had to make refueling stops, however, as the IL-62 lacks the range needed to make such a flight nonstop. Some reports suggest the IL-62s used Bissau, but a more likely stopover was Conakry, a primary refueling stop for the Soviet arms airlift to Angola. (To date, the Cubans have not mentioned this Soviet assistance. Marquez claims that nonstop flights were made in modified Britannias.) The IL-62 airlift continued for two weeks, halting on January 21.

Within a day of the airlift's ending, South Africa ordered its units to pull out of the fight. They withdrew to positions just north of the Angola-Namibia border. On March 27, having obtained guarantees from the MPLA as to the security of the Cunene
hydroelectric projects, South African forces withdrew from Angola.\textsuperscript{132} The decision to withdraw was no doubt due to a combination of factors, among the most important the ending of U.S. aid to FNLA and UNITA (by virtue of the Tunney Amendment, passed by the U.S. Senate December 19, and the House January 27), a deteriorating tactical situation as Cuban numbers and firepower continued to increase, and growing domestic pressure to end its involvement. At its peak, the South African commitment in Angola reached perhaps 2,000 men at the front, backed by 4,000 additional troops nearer the Namibian border. Cuban forces in 1976 peaked at perhaps 15,000 to 18,000 combat troops.\textsuperscript{133}

**Denouement: Guerrilla War and Technical Aid**

The IL-62 flights from Cuba to Angola resumed in late February, but at a much reduced rate. With the South African challenge withdrawn, the Cuban response dropped off.\textsuperscript{134}

Fighting, however, did not end. Well into 1977, Cuban and MPLA forces were reported still engaged in Southern Angola, fighting UNITA guerrillas. Indeed, continued instability led Castro to commit an additional 4,000 troops to the country.\textsuperscript{135} For Castro it has been an ironic turnabout: conventional Cuban armed forces fighting guerrillas in the countryside on their own territory. He no doubt remembers his own words of 1967, when Cuba expected to stand alone against any U.S. invasion:

> a guerrilla never accepts defeat...As long as there is one man left with a gun, the seed of a guerrilla army remains. The phrase "cease fire"... will never be uttered by this country as long as one single inch of our territory is occupied by any invader.\textsuperscript{136}
Nevertheless, even if organized guerrilla resistance had died down rather quickly, substantial Cuban forces would have had to remain in Angola simply to keep order, at least until Angolan security forces were organized. Cuban advisers had begun this process by May 1976, training a State Security Corps and a civilian militia. 137

Cuban technical assistance also extends to the Angolan economy, crushed by the war and the departure of the Portuguese. By mid-year, 3,000 Cuban technicians had arrived in Angola, and the number had doubled by November. Reports that some Cuban military men have simply switched to civilian clothes makes an exact accounting of "civilian" technicians difficult. But if we use the aid mission to Equatorial Guinea as a benchmark (roughly one adviser per 750 population), we would expect a similar advisory mission to Angola to peak at perhaps 7,000 to 8,000, or roughly the level reached by spring 1977. 138

Angola and the Pattern of Cuban Military Diplomacy

Clearly, the scope of the operations involved makes Angola unique in the history of Cuban military diplomacy, yet it was similar in several respects to missions that preceded it. Cuban intentions, to assist a colonial liberation movement in gaining and keeping power, seem essentially the same in Angola as in Portuguese Guinea. As in Algeria, 12 years before, a friend of Cuba in distress lacked the trained men needed to take advantage of the
sophisticated equipment being made available to it. The long Cuban association with the MPLA, and its equally long antipathy toward Roberto and Mobutu, no doubt created a strong sense of commitment to the ultimate success of the MPLA—a commitment based not only on Cuba's sense of international solidarity, but on the perception that a defeat for the MPLA would be a victory for the enemies of the revolution.

Given the size of the task, the nature of the opposition, and the Cubans' apparent mode of operation—as instructors with MPLA units rather than as separate, integral units of their own—the initial Cuban deployments to Angola do not seem to be a radical departure in Cuban policy, even though the level of effort exceeded any previous Cuban deployments. With the entry of the South African armored column into the war, however, Angola entered a new phase, and became qualitatively different from previous Cuban overseas expeditions. Deployments increased ten-fold, as Cuban troops began to operate as integral units under their own command and control. Angola became Cuba's first conventional war.

*Angola and the Concept of War by Proxy*

Cuba's interests in Angola, and the particular circumstances of its involvement, seem to cast considerable doubt on the simple proxy model described in the introduction to this study. Cuba had ample incentives of its own to send its troops to Angola, apart from any reasons the Soviets may have had, and independent of any
Kremlin orders to do so. This is not to say that Cuba's behavior did not serve Soviet interests, but only to observe that Soviet behavior equally served Cuban interests—the two sets converged. Focusing on Soviet interests alone leads to a characterization of Angola as a war by proxy—with patron and clients, chessmaster and pawns—when it perhaps ought to be characterized as a war conducted by allies, which the Marxist allies won.

AFTER ANGOLA: THE PAYOFFS AND PITFALLS OF CONTINUED CUBAN ACTIVISM

As one recent (but pre-Angola) analysis of Cuban foreign policy noted, with the growth of detente and the rise of Third World nationalism, Cuba found itself no longer in the vanguard of "progressive" developing countries. It remained tied to and dependent on the USSR when Third World nationalism dictated independence from both superpowers. Without stature as a leader in the Third World, Cuba becomes merely one of many small island states.140

Angola may have turned that situation around—not just because of Cuba's commitment of troops, but because of its follow-up commitment to rebuild the country, at a time when Cuba's own economy is financially strapped by declining sugar prices and a prolonged drought.141 Certainly Havana's having been chosen to host the 1979 Non-aligned Conference indicates that its overseas activities have not hurt its prestige in the Third World. Growing solidarity with other developing countries also may give Cuba
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the kind of leverage against the Soviet Union that its original association with the Soviets provided against the United States.\textsuperscript{142}

That does not mean that Cuban policy will necessarily mellow as a result. Castro's swing through Africa in early 1977 is a case in point.

Castro concentrated on those countries with newer Cuban missions—South Yemen, Somalia, Tanzania, Mozambique, Angola, and Algeria. There were two exceptions. The first was Libya. Castro and Qaddafi reportedly agreed to exchange a Cuban military training mission in Libya for a quarter billion dollar Libyan loan (repayable in sugar—1.9 million tons of it at current prices) to finance Cuban industrial development.\textsuperscript{143} Though an interesting development, it does not alter Cuba's economic relationship with the Soviet Union. It does, however, suggest that efforts to decrease dependence on the Soviet Union, to the extent that they produce closer ties with such radical-nationalist states as Libya, may simply reinforce Cuban activism.

The second exception on Fidel Castro's tour was Ethiopia, where the Cuban leader was the first foreign head of state to visit since the overthrow of Haile Selassie in 1974. Castro had been among the first to congratulate Ethiopia's new leader, Col. Mengistu Haile Mariam, after his seizure of power in early February 1977. This expression of support was followed in short order by a Cuban
military delegation, headed by Angolan commander Gen. Arnaldo Ochoa, that arrived in Addis Ababa on February 20 for a week-long visit. Castro's own unannounced, two-day visit in March was made under tight security, and without public appearances.

Castro flew into Addis Ababa from Somalia, prompting suggestions that Castro was engaging in a bit of revolutionary shuttle diplomacy in an effort to bring the two long-time regional enemies together. He failed. However, while in Ethiopia, Castro evidently finalized arrangements for a Cuban mission to train the Ethiopian People's Militia, which the government intends to use against its many enemies, including Somali-backed guerrillas operating in the Ogaden region. An advance party of instructors was in Ethiopia by early May, with an additional 200 expected.

The Ethiopian mission may prove to be the one with the greatest attendant political costs for Cuba because the politics of the Horn of Africa challenge one of the basic premises of Cuban foreign policy: that international socialist solidarity takes precedence over narrow national interests. In the Horn it does not. Cuba found itself with a dilemma: aid the Ethiopians and offend the Somalis, or allow Mengistu's revolution to collapse and violate the principles of solidarity. Having chosen the former course, Cuba may have placed itself in the anomalous position of training security forces to put down insurgencies that, in the Ogaden region at least, may have themselves been aided and abetted by Cuba, by virtue of its mission in Somalia. The com-
plexity of Cuban involvement in the Horn of Africa suggests some of the pitfalls that lie ahead as Castro and Cuba, striving for leadership in the Third World, become increasingly involved in Third World politics, and suggests as well that achieving leadership may well hinge on Cuba's developing a more flexible foreign policy than the straightforward "policy of principle" that has served it up to now.

Fidel Castro's trip to Africa signals continued Cuban interest in the continent. Previous tours by Cuban leaders--Che Guevara's trip of 1964-65, and Castro's trip in 1972--presaged the quantum leaps in Cuban military diplomacy of 1965-66 and 1973. Though Cuba has finite resources, even with Soviet aid, the 1977 trip may prove no exception. Problems no doubt lie ahead, but Cuban policy has weathered setbacks before. Cuban military missions, long a part of African politics, are likely to remain so for the foreseeable future.
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